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Definition Of Acute Angle In
Acute angle definition at Dictionary.com, a free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and
translation. Look it up now! Acute angle | Definition of Acute angle at Dictionary.com
Acute angle | Definition of Acute angle at Dictionary.com
The definition of Acute Angle: An angle less than 90deg (90deg is called a Right Angle)
Definition of Acute Angle - Math is Fun
a·cute an·gle any angle measuring less than 90 degrees. acute angle Etymology: L, acutus +
angulus any angle of less than 90 degrees. angle (ang'gel) [L. angulus, corner, angle] 1. The figure
or space outlined by the diverging of two lines from a common point or by the meeting of two
planes. 2. A projecting or sharp corner. A ANGLE: The A angle is the ...
Acute angle | definition of acute angle by Medical dictionary
acute angle - an angle less than 90 degrees but more than 0 degrees. oblique angle - an angle that
is not a right angle or a multiple of a right angle. Translations.
Acute angle - definition of acute angle by The Free Dictionary
Measuring an acute angle is a simple task, for which a protractor must be used. Then, the 90° angle
is located and the angles below it will be acute angles, except for the 0° angle, by definition.. See
how it is done: Measurement of an acute angle with the protractor.
Acute Angle | What is an Acute angle? | Definition and ...
The definition of an acute angle is one that is less than 90 degrees. An example of an acute angle is
one that is 85 degrees. YourDictionary definition and usage example.
Acute angle dictionary definition | acute angle defined
Try this Adjust the angle below by dragging an orange dot and see how the angle ∠ABC behaves.
Note that it is acute for all angles from zero to (but not including) 90°. Acute angles are the
smallest, being between (but not including) zero and 90° Note also that acute triangles are those
where all the interior angles are acute.
Acute Angle definition - Math Open Reference
Acute Angles: Less than 90 Degrees. However, if the angle is 90 degrees exactly, the angle is
known as a right angle, and if it is greater than 90 degrees, it is called an obtuse angle. The ability
of students to identify the different types of angles will greatly help them in finding the
measurements of these angles as well as the lengths...
Why Acute Angles Are Less Than 90 Degrees
An acute angle is any angle smaller than a right angle. A right angle is an angle that measures 90
degrees. A right angle forms part of a square, which is why it's often depicted by a square at the
angle: So an acute angle is always smaller than the shown angle. Here's an example:
What is an Acute Angle? - Definition, Description & Examples
The corner point of an angle is called the vertex. And the two straight sides are called arms. The
angle is the amount of turn between each arm.
Angles - Acute, Obtuse, Straight and Right
Murray, Stephen DEATH AND TRANSFIGURATION (2002) Anne pressed her eye to the glass to see
him at that acute angle to the house. Robert Wilson THE COMPANY OF STRANGERS (2002) But the
rudder, buckled and twisted by the impact of the torpedo explosion, remained far over at its acute
angle, immovably jammed. Maclean, Alistair THE LONELY SEA (2002)
Acute angle definition and meaning | Collins English ...
Acute is also frequently used to describe less troublesome matters, such as keenness of perception
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("an acute observer" or "an acute sense of smell"), a type of angle (one measuring less than 90
degrees), or the demand for urgent attention ("acute danger").
Acute | Definition of Acute by Merriam-Webster
2. Definitions of the Trigonometric Functions of an Acute Angle. B EFORE DEFINING THE
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS, we must see how to relate the angles and sides of a right triangle.. A
right triangle is composed of a right angle, the angle at C, and two acute angles, which are angles
less than a right angle. It is conventional to label the acute angles with Greek letters.
Definitions of the trigonometric functions of an acute angle.
An acute triangle (or acute-angled triangle) is a triangle with three acute angles (less than 90°). An
obtuse triangle (or obtuse-angled triangle) is a triangle with one obtuse angle (greater than 90°)
and two acute angles.
Acute and obtuse triangles - Wikipedia
In each case a rectangular block of MDF (medium-density fiberboard), whose top and bottom edges
were planed back at an acute angle, was painted almost in its entirety in a relatively
undifferentiated color, with a narrow band of unpainted support left at both the right and left edges
of the painting, stretching from top to bottom.
Acute angle legal definition of acute angle
An acute angle is an angle that lies strictly between \(0^\circ\) and \(90^\circ\). A right angle is
\(90^\circ\), so an acute angle is an angle that is smalle Definition of Acute Angle - Math Definitions
- Letter A
Definition of Acute Angle - Math Definitions - Letter A
Definition of Acute Angle explained with real life illustrated examples. Also learn the facts to easily
understand math glossary with fun math worksheet online at Splash Math. Splash Math is an award
winning math program used by more than 30 Million kids for fun math practice.
What is Acute Angle? - Definition, Facts & Example
sharp or severe in effect; intense: acute sorrow; an acute pain. extremely great or serious; crucial;
critical: an acute shortage of oil. (of disease) brief and severe (opposed to chronic ).
Acute | Definition of Acute at Dictionary.com
And now that we've defined right angle, I can give you another definition for an acute angle. An
acute angle has a measure, or it's smaller, than a right angle. When you learn about radians and
degrees, which are different ways to measure angles, you'll see that a right angle can be measured
as 90 degrees.
Acute, right, & obtuse angles (video) | Khan Academy
Definition: An angle whose measure is greater than 90° and less than 180° Try this Adjust the angle
below by dragging the orange dot at A and see how the angle ∠ ABC behaves. Note that it is obtuse
for all angles greater than 90° and less than 180°
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